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Abstract 

The paper deals with ( )-,,, DLQA integral graphs and their (distance, 

Laplacian, signless Laplacian) energy. We construct an infinite family 
of pairs of non-cospectral integral, distance integral, Laplacian integral 
and signless Laplacian integral graphs having equal energy, distance 
energy, Laplacian energy and signless Laplacian energy. 

1. Introduction and Preliminaries 

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a simple graph ( )., EVG =  Let 

nλλλ ...,,, 21  be its eigenvalues, which are called the eigenvalues of G and 

form the spectrum of G. A graph is called integral if all its eigenvalues 

nλλλ ...,,, 21  are integers (see [9]). The energy ( )GE  of G is defined as the 
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sum of the absolute values of its eigenvalues. So ( ) ∑
=

λ=
n

i
iGE

1
 (see [7]). A 

graph G is said to be hyperenergetic if ( ) ( )12 −> nGE  (see [16]). 

Similarly, the eigenvalues nρρρ ...,,, 21  of the distance matrix of the 

graph G form the distance spectrum of G, the eigenvalues nµµµ ...,,, 21  of 

the Laplacian matrix of G form the Laplacian spectrum of G, and the 
eigenvalues nqqq ...,,, 21  of the signless Laplacian matrix of the graph       

G form the signless Laplacian spectrum of G. A graph is called distance 
integral (or D-integral) if all its distance eigenvalues nρρρ ...,,, 21  are 

integers. The distance energy ( )GED  of G is defined as ( ) ∑
=

ρ=
n

i
iD GE

1
 

(see [11]). A graph is called Laplacian integral (or L-integral) if all its 
Laplacian eigenvalues nµµµ ...,,, 21  are integers. The Laplacian energy 

( )GEL  of G is defined as ( ) ∑
=

−µ=
n

i
iL n

mGE
1

2  (see [10]). A graph is 

called signless Laplacian integral (or Q-integral) if all its signless Laplacian 
eigenvalues nqqq ...,,, 21  are integers. The signless Laplacian energy 

( )GEQ  of G is defined as ( ) ∑
=

−=
n

i
iQ n

mqGE
1

2  (see [1]). 

The research on integral graphs started in 1974 (see [9]). There are over 
one hundred papers about integral graphs. The number of papers dealing with 
distance integral graphs, L-integral graphs and Q-integral graphs is much 
smaller. In recent years the research on graph energy and distance energy 
became a popular theme in mathematics because of their application in 
chemistry. The concept of graph energy originates from the Hückel 
molecular orbital approximation for the total π-electron energy (see [8, 10]). 
Distance energy is a useful molecular descriptor in QSRP modelling, as 
demonstrated in [2]. 
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Two graphs G and H are called cospectral if their spectra coincide      
(see [6]). Similarly, we speak about distance cospectral graphs, Laplacian 
cospectral graphs and signless Laplacian cospectral graphs. Two graphs G 
and H are called (distance, Laplacian, signless Laplacian) equienergetic if 
they have the same (distance, Laplacian, signless Laplacian) energy, but that 
G and H are not (distance, Laplacian, signless Laplacian) cospectral (see 
[10]). 

A graph is regular if each vertex has the same number of neighbors. The 
distance regular graphs are connected graphs having the prescribed number 
of vertices at any given distance from each of its vertices. The distance 

regular graph G has distance regularity k, if ( )∑
=

=
n

j
ji kvvd

1
,  for every 

vertex ( ).GVvi ∈  

There are many papers containing constructions of equienergetic graphs 
or distance equienergetic graphs. L-equienergetic graphs are constructed,    
for example, in [15]. In [10], the authors constructed an infinite family of 
pairs   of non-cospectral graphs having the same energy, distance energy and 
Laplacian energy. They stated that these seemed to be the first examples of 
‘triply equienergetic graphs’. All graphs constructed in their paper have 
diameter 2. 

In this paper, we construct an infinite family of pairs of non-cospectral 
integral, distance integral, Laplacian integral and signless Laplacian integral 
graphs having equal energy, distance energy, Laplacian energy and signless 
Laplacian energy for arbitrarily large diameter. We also prove that these 
graphs are hyperenergetic. 

2. Preliminary Results 

In this section, we introduce H-join on graphs and give known results 
concerning to its spectrum and distance spectrum. 

Definition 2.1 [17]. Let H be a graph with ( ) { },...,,2,1 kHV =  and   

iG  be disjoint graphs of order in  ( )....,,2,1 ki =  Then the graph 
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( )kH GGG ...,,, 21∨  is formed by taking the graphs kGGG ...,,, 21  and 

joining every vertex of iG  to every vertex of jG  whenever i is adjacent to j 

in H. 

In [13, 15], the above defined graph operation is called generalized 
composition with the notation [ ]....,,, 21 kGGGH  Herein, we follow [17] 

and call it H-join of graphs ,...,,, 21 kGGG  where H is an arbitrary graph of 

order k. 

Theorem 2.1 [12]. Let H be a graph with ( ) { } iGkHV ,...,,2,1=  be 

distance t-regular graphs of order n for { }ki ...,,2,1∈  and diameter at 

most 2. If ( ),...,,, 21 kH GGGG ∨=  then 

( ) ( )∏
=

−




 −=

k

i

iD
D

k
D tx

xGP
n

txHPnxGP
1

.,,,  

Corollary 2.1 [12]. Let H be a graph with ( ) { },...,,2,1 kHV =  iG  be 

distance t-regular graphs of order ( )kin ...,,2,1=  and diameter at most   

2. Let ( )....,,, 21 kH GGGG ∨=  Then G is D-integral if and only if 

kGGG ...,,, 21  and H are D-integral. 

Theorem 2.2 [13, Corollary 7a]. Let H be a graph with ( ) =HV  

{ },...,,2,1 k  iG  be r-regular graphs of order n for { }....,,2,1 ki ∈  If 

( ),...,,, 21 kH GGGG ∨=  then 

( ) ( )∏
=

−




 −=

k

i

iA
A

k
A rx

xGP
n

rxHPnxGP
1

.,,,  

Using Theorem 2.2, we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.2 Let H be a graph with ( ) { } iGkHV ,...,,2,1=  be r-

regular graphs of order ( )kin ...,,2,1=  and ( )....,,, 21 kH GGGG ∨=  

Then G is integral if and only if kGGG ...,,, 21  and H are integral. 
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Proof. If G is integral, then iG  and H are integral too. From Theorem 

2.2, it follows that if H is integral with integer eigenvalues ,...,,, 21 kλλλ  

then the roots of 




 −

n
rxHPn A

k ,  are also integers with the form ,1λ+ nr  

...,,2λ+ nr  .knr λ+  So ( )xGPA ,  has integer roots.  

3. Main Result 

In this section, we construct an infinite family of quadruply integral 
(non-cospectral) equienergetic graphs. 

Notice that a circulant graph ( ),; SnG  where S is a subset of 

{ },1...,,1 −n  is a graph on the set of n vertices { }nvvv ...,,, 21   with an edge 

incident with iv  and jv  whenever Sji ∈−  (see [14]). 

Let { }( )11,10,7,5,2,1;121 GG =  and { }( ).11,8,7,5,4,1;122 GG =    

It is easy to verify that both the graphs are 6-regular graphs of order            
12 with distance regularity 16 and diameter 2. The spectrum of 1G  is 

{ ( ) ( ) ( ) }6,1,2,3 632 −−  and its distance spectrum is { ( ) ( ) ( ) }.16,1,0,3 236−  

The spectrum of 2G  is { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) }6,2,1,1,2,3 2242 −−−  and its distance 

spectrum is { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) }.16,1,0,1,3,4 2422 −−−  Energy of both 1G  and 2G  is 

24 and their distance energy is 36. So both graphs are integral, distance 
integral, non-cospectral, equienergetic and distance equienergetic. 

Let kQ  be a hypercube. It is well known that kQ  is integral and distance 

integral for every k. 

Theorem 3.1. Let { }( )11,10,7,5,2,1;121 GG =  and 

{ }( ).11,8,7,5,4,1;122 GG =  

Let kQ  be a hypercube. Let ( )111 ...,, GGH kQ∨=  and kQH ∨=2  

( )22 ...,, GG  for every .Nk ∈  Then both 1H  and 2H  are integral, distance 
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integral, L-integral and Q-integral. Moreover, 1H  and 2H  have the same 

energy, distance energy, Laplacian energy and signless Laplacian energy. 

Proof. Since 1G  is a 6-regular graph and both 1G  and kQ  are integral, 

by Corollary 2.2, ( )111 ...,, GGH kQ∨=  is integral, too. Similarly, since 2G  

is 6-regular graph and both 2G  and kQ  are integral, by Corollary 2.2, 

( )222 ...,, GGH kQ∨=  is integral, too. 

Since 1G  is distance 16-regular graph and both 1G  and kQ  are distance 

integral, by Corollary 2.1, 1H  is distance integral, too. Similarly, since 2G  is 

distance 16-regular graph and both 2G  and kQ  are distance integral, by 

Corollary 2.1, 2H  is distance integral, too. 

Notice that both 1H  and 2H  are regular graphs. From [4, Chapter 2.2], it 

follows that a regular graph is integral if and only if it is Q-integral. So both 

1H  and 2H  are Q-integral. From [5], it follows that a regular graph is 

integral if and only if it is L-integral. So both 1H  and 2H  are L-integral. 

Using the formula ( ) ( )∏
=

−




 −=

k
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,,,  from 

Theorem 2.1, we get that 1H  and 2H  are distance equienergetic. 

Similarly, using the formula ( ) ( )∏
=

−




 −=
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,,,  

from Theorem 2.2, we get that 1H  and 2H  are equienergetic. 

In [1], the authors state that if the graph G is regular, then ( ) =GE  

( ) ( ).GEGE QL =  So ( ) ( ) ( )111 HEHEHE QL ==  and ( ) ( )22 HEHE L=  

( ).2HEQ=  Since ( ) ( ),21 HEHE =  ( ) ( )21 HEHE LL =  and ( ) =1HEQ  

( ).2HEQ   
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Theorem 3.2. Let 1H  and 2H  be those of Theorem 3.1. Then 1H  and 

2H  are hyperenergetic. 

Proof. The spectrum of 1G  contains –3 with multiplicity 2 and –2 with 

multiplicity 3. So the spectrum of 1H  contains –3 with multiplicity k22 ⋅  

and –2 with multiplicity .23 k⋅  Since the sum of all eigenvalues of 1H  is 0 

(see, for example, [3]), ( ) ( ) .22423222321
kkkHE ⋅=⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅≥  The 

number of vertices of 1H  is .212 k⋅  So 1H  is hyperenergetic. Now, it is 

trivial that 2H  is also hyperenergetic.  

4. Conclusion 

In the paper, we constructed an infinite family of pairs of non-cospectral 
integral, distance integral, Laplacian integral and signless Laplacian integral 
graphs having equal energy, distance energy, Laplacian energy and signless 
Laplacian energy for arbitrarily large diameter. Moreover, we give a method 
how to construct such classes of graphs. In Theorem 3.1, it is possible to use 
any pair of graphs 1G  and 2G  that 

(i) are regular with the same regularity, 

(ii) are distance regular with the same distance regularity, 

(iii) have diameter 2, 

(iv) are integral, 

(v) are distance integral, 

(vi) have the same energy, 

(vii) have the same distance energy. 
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Other examples of such pairs of graphs are, for example, 

(a) { }( )11,10,9,7,5,3,2,1;121 GG =  and 

     { }( ),11,9,8,7,5,4,3,1;122 GG =  

(b) { }( )17,16,14,13,12,11,10,8,7,6,5,4,2,1;181 GG =  and  

     { }( ),17,16,15,14,13,11,10,8,7,5,4,3,2,1;182 GG =  

(c) ( )341 2,2 KKG P∨=  and ( )., 642 2 CKG P∨=  
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